Case E2E sales analytics

Shorten time-to-market and scale
rapidly with Tarento

Knowing real-time sales numbers is essential in
a retail chain. Having the numbers in an appealing
app is even better. We build a solution based
on open source tech. Sales per store are known
anytime, anywhere.

• One-stop access to over 140 developers
• Capability to solve complex tasks
• Front-end and back-end coding and
integration
• Proven project model
• Local customer engagement

Understanding of back-end and integrations and
cloud was essential. And ability to execute.
A cool mobile app is not enough only on its own.
It is the end of a chain of innovation.
We master it all.

Scan and
Download APP





From MVP
to a Maximally
Viable Unicorn





Keilaranta 1, 02150 Espoo, Finland
finland@tarento.com

Let’s turn your innovation to
a world-conquering money machine

Why Tarento

Software Development
Services for Startups

You have brilliant ideas, and we at Tarento
have the necessary application development
expertise and capability to help to transform
your idea into a successful product that scales
when it starts to gain traction on the market.

• We can start from small and grow with you
• Smooth co-operation ensured by your contact
person, so your project progresses as planned
and your product moves to the next level of
maturity
• You know what happens and when – no
surprises
• We understand your challenges and are flexible
in our business, adjusting to your needs
• Specializing in Open Source enables low cost

• Assessment, Roadmap and Software
Architecture Development
• Prototyping, workflow modeling, and design
• Front End, UI and UX services
• Mobile App and Web Development
• SaaS and Cloud Solutions Development
• Software Quality Assurance & Testing
• Application Maintenance and Support

We offer full stack developers and teams with
our pre-coded and -integrated modules for
rapid backend work resulting in fast end-to-end
solution deployments.

and agile operations

Tarento is a company with a successful history
of developing demanding software including
SaaS and cloud-based business solutions.
We have impressive technical skills spanning
from web & mobile to Advanced Analytics and
Machine Learning.











   





















We work very much like you – we eat and
breathe cloud, agile and DevOps – enabling
the speed needed in today’s aggressively
transforming user space. If you search for a
partner to change proof-of-concepts to MVPs or
MVPs to full-blown finished products, talk to us.

  

 

 


 



